Dear Believer,

A warning about the Bible

Dear Believer... This book, quite frankly, would have made the world a much better place if it had remained a tree. The bible declares ridiculous things such as the existence of giants (Gen 6:4), talking snakes (Gen 3:1), talking donkeys (Num 22:28), unicorns (Num 23:22KJV), and talking bushes (Exodus 3:1-3). The Bible condones slavery (Lev 25:44-46), and misogyny (1Tim 2:12). It forces rape victims to marry their attackers (Deut 22:28-29). It commands the death penalty for children who backtalk their parents (Deut 21:18-21), people who worship the wrong god (Exodus 22:20), picking up sticks on Sunday (Num 15:32-36), and having homosexual sex (Lev 20:13). We all know none of these crimes warrant being stoned to death, but the Bible disagrees. Jesus is not the loving character you probably think he is, as he tells his disciples to hate their entire family (Luke 14:26).

I don't believe anything in the Bible to be true, and it’s a good thing, because the book is full of preposterous stories, contradictions, and is dangerously immoral. “Jesus died for my sin,” you say. What sin? I urge you to consider: Is it really acceptable to brutally torture then murder an innocent Jewish man as a means for an omnibenevolent deity to forgive a crime you never committed? Sin is an imaginary disease, invented to sell you an imaginary cure.

If you would like to discuss this any further, please contact me on twitter: @GodsNotReal_

Added by FreeAtheism.org > If you find these real biblical selections to be nonsensical & immoral, then congratulations, you are wiser and more moral than your rehashed god myth, created and assembled by ancient, controlling men.
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